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What Michael Jackson Did Right
Michael Jackson’s will has been filed with the court. The will is a simple “pour
over” will, which means that it directs the probate court to pour over his entire
estate into the Michael Jackson Family Trust. Why is this a good approach to
estate planning?
Jackson’s trust is a private document. It does
not go through probate – the court tasked
with administering the assets of those who
die with just a will or without any estate plan
at all. Therefore, the press and the vulturelike tabloids will not have access to the
contents of the trust or to Jackson’s most
personal and private wishes and
instructions. By leaving his entire estate –
worth an estimated $500 million – to his
trust, Jackson has maintained his privacy and
protected his family.

Click on this link to access MJ's will

Contrast this approach with the estate plans of Heath Ledger and Anna Nicole
Smith. Both Heath and Anna relied on their wills – not a private trust – to dispose
of their assets post-death. The result? They relinquished all privacy as their most
personal wishes – as well as their mistakes and oversights – were exposed to media
and public scrutiny.
Jackson’s will is not without controversy because it names Jackson’s mother,
Katherine Jackson – not Debbie Rowe (Jackson’s ex-wife and the mother of two of
his children) – as guardian of all three of his children. Jackson’s Executors and

lawyers will undoubtedly argue that Debbie abandoned her parental rights in
exchange for millions of dollars. If Debbie decides to fight this battle, her lawyers
will in turn undoubtedly argue that she did not abdicate her role as mother and still
retains her legal rights as parent. The court will decide whether Debbie is entitled
by law to be guardian of her biological children. But if not, Jackson’s wishes
should govern.
Moral of the Story: You cannot control everything. If you die before an ex-spouse,
you may not be able to override his or her legal rights by designating other
guardians. Still, you can specify your wishes about guardianship and, at a
minimum, leave your estate to a trust. This is the best way to maximize your
family’s privacy and protect your children from unwanted and unnecessary
exposure to the public eye.
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